N E X TG E N 7 . 0

NextGen is an annual exhibition hosted by VisArts, this exhibition offers young artists,
who have little to no exhibition record, the opportunity to bring their work to a wider
audience. Due to COVID-19, this years iteration of NextGen is presented in this online
gallery. We understand that many young artists and recent graduates are missing out on
the opportunity to share their work in a physical space at this time. We hope that through
virtual conversations, programming and sharing professional resources, we will be able
to provide support to these young artists at this time.
Every year NextGen is facilitated by the gallery department’s incredible interns, this gives
interns the opportunity to take the lead in exhibition design, logistics and installation. We
are very grateful that this year the exhibition process was lead by Iona Nave Griesman
and Mary Mena, who have been facilitating this exhibition since the start of 2020.

This years NextGen jurors are:
Shané K Gooding is a multi-disciplinary artist mainly working with photography, audio
and video to explore different methods of storytelling. Her work investigates stories ranging
from individual power to the details of the systems we live in, blending the personal with
the political. Gooding recently received an M.F.A. from the Photography program at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Leslie Holt is a painter who often incorporates embroidery into her work. Holt often uses
images and research from art history combined with images from contemporary culture or
her own personal history, to create multi-media paintings. Holt currently lives in the D.C.
area, teaches studio art and art history, and is the current is co-director of Red Dirt Studio.
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Suldano
Abdiruhman

Suldanoa.com

Where does the line between the nomadic and the sedentary lie? I am interested
in the politics of these spaces, and how we navigate as dwellers within them. The
overlap is inevitable, conceptually and physically as the sedentary could not exist
without the roaming. This work is an attempt to imply these spaces as they exist in the
in-between; obvious to some and invisible to others. Having grown up in a city as
segregated as Baltimore, surrounded by concentrated barriers and bridges has led
me to become interested in understanding the politics of all built space. Who has
the access, power, and freedom to design the spaces we inhabit and move through
everyday? More formally, I am interested in “authentic” object, versus the object
which simulates, versus the object that exists without question. Plaster that is painted to
look like brick, rippled glass to suggest water, cobblestone beneath the paved road.
To stop and question is to reveal the simulation, to revel in it is naive. I urge the viewer
to move between these states as they view the work, and the world around them.

About the Artist
Suldano Abdiruhman is an interdisciplinary artist, independent curator, and graphic
designer raised in Baltimore, MD and based in Philly. Her work has been shown at
Platform Gallery, the Peale Museum, Oak Hill Center for Education and Culture, the
Penthouse Gallery, Spillway Collective and in various online exhibitions. She is a
current member of the artist collective BALTI GURLS, a Black feminist collective aimed
at creating platforms and spaces for women of color in the artist and music industries,
and the co-founder of 4C Gallery alongside Markele Cullins.
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what’s it take to sweat?
2016
Found towels, thiox
Dimensions variable

wipe your feet
2017
Handwoven fabric, handmade wooden fence
2 x 2 ft
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Ja m a l Ad j a m a h
jamaladjamah.com
I write about controversial topics, and manage submissions of affirmations—both of
which are especially relevant to African Americans. I write and manage with the hope
of building my peers’ perspective. My latest work builds on the success of my summer
project that combined poetry, typography, and iconography; the goal of that project
was to create poems for my unborn children that would help them understand the
world they inhabit. My current work carries the same train of thought. The topics and
affirmations, written succinctly and peppered with humor, are designed to improve
African Americans’ quality of life through education.

About the Artist
I enjoy creating.
What I love about making artwork is the same thing I loved about playing football:
the chance to be creative. Finding innovative ways to communicate with audiences
reminds me of the rush I got, finding gaps in a defense en route to the end zone.
My passion for football drove me to play at Jacksonville University. As my athletic
career wound down, my passion was redirected towards poetry and graphic.
Adding an art minor my senior year put me in position to enter the JU Visual Arts
Master of Fine Arts program the following summer, aligning with my Athletics
Marketing Graduate Assistantship.
In addition to working in collegiate athletics and writing a thesis, I teach a digital art
course at JU. Outside of college athletics and teaching, I enjoy exercising and spicy
food.
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Print Cheered
2019
Board print
16 x 20 inches

Print Scared
2019
Board Print
16 x 20 inches
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Print Seized
2019
Board Print
16 x 20 inches

Print Crowned
2019
Board print
16 x 20 Inches
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Samiha Alam
samihaalam.com

A chimera can either be a monstrous villain, or a mirage of desire. Made out of scraps from different cultures, violence
and hopes, the migrating colonized body and mind become a chimera of sorts. Even though they are connected with their
ancestors, every new generation of chimera mutates in order to survive an ever-shifting world.
A modern chimera myself, I use a multimedia approach to investigate land, object, and personhood in the new “global”
colonial context that is situated in digital networks. Over the last decade, the boundary line separating reality from the
digital has been fading away. The final product being a world in which the digital is part of a larger reality. Virtual spaces
and imagery are just as vital as physical spaces and scenes. The modern chimera has to navigate this hybrid reality. They
are bilingual (at least try to be) and are seemingly always confused about where they belong, due to transgenerational
migration. By using digital interfaces, modern chimeras are able to find connection and resolution in their existence.
My pieces are a note taking synthesis of my research, and observations of these digital spaces. I use absurdity, loops,
and frequently, propaganda in my work, having obsessions with particular objects quite regularly. Currently, I use digital
mediums that are heavily used in commercial sectors. There is a cold intimacy that people have developed with digital art
and design, that when exploited, gives the viewer an easier entryway into my ideas and work.

About the Artist
Samiha Alam is a Baltimore based artist and designer who hails from
California. A recent graduate from the Maryland Institute College of
Art, she works with digital media, video, installation, and drawing. Her
primary focus is on contemporary Muslim Asian aesthetics, and politics.
Most of her work is heavily influenced by her research into colonial
history, and the neocolonial present. Samiha’s pieces often have a
very personal angle, becoming both a catharsis, and examination
of specific people and events in her life. Theory and narrative come
together in bodies of work that have a scientific, yet humorous and
emotional feeling to them. Her ultimate goal is to create complex works
that both contemporary artists, and aunties will be able to understand.
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Besides When it all Ends
Digital Video,
1920 x 1080 p,
2019
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M . K B a i l ey
m k b a i l e y a r t. c o m

My work is based on my own personal experience and memory - the
predominant themes are femininity, memory, and the tension between
dreams & reality. The paintings feature figures that are stand-ins for myself,
and because of this, I consider them self-portraits even though they never
feature my face. I describe my painting and drawing style as “collagebased” because I layer imagery from different sources together to create
compositions with fractured space and strong narratives.

About the Artist
MK Bailey is a Washington, D.C. based artist working primarily in oil paint
and Procreate. Her work explores complicated themes such as femininity,
kinship, and the everyday through colorful paintings and digital drawings.
Her work has been in group and juried exhibitions both regionally and
nationally. She has a bachelor’s degree in Studio Art from the University of
Virginia and also briefly studied painting at the University of the Arts London
during spring semester, 2015.
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Strange Dreams
2019
Oil on canvas
36 x 48inches
$1000
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R owa n B a t hu r s t
r o w a n b a t h u r s t. c o m

My recent work is about translating images of my friends into Venus
Figurines. My paintings revolve around archeological pieces, feminism and
their relativity to our subconscious connection to the earth. They portray
warmth, confidence, individuality and a deep innate history that we share
with our lineage. Mysticism and primitivity are a part of every human, and
my paintings serve to act as a catalyst for uplifting and praising the history
within us.

About the Artist
Rowan Bathurst (b. 1995 Baltimore, Maryland) is an interdisciplinary artist, a
painter, sculptor and performer currently living in Baltimore. She graduated
from Maryland Institute College of Art in 2018 after transferring from a local
community college. After graduating, she became a decorator and sculptor
for Charm City Cakes, and has been working for them ever since.
During 2019, she traveled to Brazil for a 2 month residency, and Ecuador
in January 2020 for archeological research and inspiration. She currently
paints out of her home studio in Baltimore, and waits to travel again.
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Equilibrium Line
2020
Acrylic on canvas
48 x 60inches
$1700
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C h r i s t i n a Ca r t e r
@cartell.art

“ HELLO My Name Is “ depicts a series of
representing the alarming numbers of homicides
(348) that occurred in Baltimore City in 2019.
Many people who live in an urban setting like
Baltimore City for most of their life, regularly hearing
discomforting news and views from crime can cause
numbness and detachment from their environment.
The 8x8 works of art place the viewer in an intimate
setting, helping to enhance emotional wellness, and
causing the acknowledgment of the fallen. The series
consists of five works utilizing canvas, name tags,
Indian ink, yarn, and embroidery floss. The works
portraying Kevon Dix and Manuel Luis are former
Morgan State University students, who I knew through
HELLO My Name Is Destiny Harrison
2020
Mix media of name tags,Indian ink,
yarn, embroidery floss on canvas
8 x 8 inches

a mutual acquaintance. I added knots to symbolize
a personal tie that will never be forgotten. The color
of the yarn is used to symbolize hope, strength,
and determination. The color serves as a constant
reminder to overcome in distressing times, and
encourage others to extend grace to others.

About the Artist
Christina Carter is a recent graduate from Morgan State University, with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in an area
of Illustration. Raised in Baltimore, Maryland, Christina is an aspiring artist who likes to explore in different
mediums to convey hope, healing, and acknowledgment. Christina states, “Oil painting and colored pencils
are my favorite mediums to work with, but that does not stop me from experimenting with other mixed media. I
love portraiture, and trying to portray the essence of a person through a diverse medium.”
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HELLO My Name Is
Karen Lovings
2020
Mix media of name
tags,Indian ink, yarn,
embroidery floss on canvas
8 x 8 inches

HELLO My Name Is
Kevon Dix
2020
Mix media of name
tags,Indian ink, yarn,
embroidery floss on canvas
8 x 8 inches
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HELLO My Name Is
Manuel Luis
2020
Mix media of name
tags,Indian ink, yarn,
embroidery floss on canvas
8 x 8 inches

HELLO My Name Is
Milton Carrington
2020
Mix media of name
tags,Indian ink, yarn,
embroidery floss on canvas
8 x 8 inches
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Bria Hamlett
B r i a H a m l e t t. c o m

In my series titled “Chicory”, I juxtapose
collages made from found images of
African Americans from the mid-to-late
20th century, with poems from Baltimore’s
Chicory Magazine. The magazine, which
ran from 1966 to 1983, gave a voice and
sense of agency to the city’s children aged
6-18. It allowed them to declare their truth
into the world, which is something that most
children, and especially African American
children, do not have the opportunity to do.
The poems show young writers with a high
level of consciousness about themselves,
and a profound understanding of the
way others perceive them. Conceptually,
the juxtaposition of collage and text points
to, highlights, challenges and expands
meaning, asking us to look again, to listen to
the voices, and perspectives that represent
not only the Baltimore community but a
collective African American experience.

About the Artist
Bria Hamlett was born in Baltimore, Maryland. She is currently pursuing a BFA in Photography
from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, and a minor in Africana Studies. Bria’s
photographs have been exhibited nationwide and featured in galleries including YoungArt
Gallery in Miami, FL and Building Bridges Art Exchange in Santa Monica, CA.
Bria`s photos explore concepts of identity and community through digital and analog
photographic mediums. She is currently completing her last semester in college and looks
forward to expanding her work after graduation.
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Black Misery (age 10)
2020
Digital Collage
16x26 inches
$145

Feelings of My Family (Age 10)
2020
Digital Collage
16x26 inches
$145
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Runaway Tombstone (Age 10 & 12)
2020
Digital Collage
16x26 inches
$145

Shielda’s Wishes
2020
Digital Collage
16x26 inches
$145
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Watermelon Misery
2020
Digital Collage
16x26 inches
$145
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I r i s H u g h ey

@irisannehughey

I am interested in the amusement,
tenderness, and engagement that
objects can instill within us. Informed by
how art can act as a facilitator of play,
my work explores the sentimental and
humorous relationships between humans
and objects. Play is central to who I am,
to who we are as humans, and to how
we understand the world. My sculptural
objects create interactive scenarios that
can be acted out before the viewer in a
video, conveyed through inviting textures
and color, or activated through moveable
mechanisms. A wooden stand for drying
droopy dishes. A seesaw for ceramic
forms to sit and play on. Through the
sensitivity and lightheartedness of my work,
I hope to reanimate the sense of wonder
in our relationships with objects.

About the Artist
Iris Hughey is a multidisciplinary artist from Dallas, Texas. She works sculpturally, primarily
in ceramics and woodworking. Her sculptures and ceramic objects are humorous and
often interactive, involving movable mechanisms, wearable elements, or specific functions
that can be activated by the user. Hughey’s work explores the importance of humor
and play in our lives, and how they can be utilized to make engagement with art more
accessible. She received her BFA in Ceramics from the Maryland Institute College of Art
in May of 2020 and is currently based in Baltimore.
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Dish Drying Rack
2018
Glazed stoneware, poplar
31 x 22 x 42 inches

Seesaw
2019
Bisqued earthenware, poplar,
paint, paper
48 x 12 x 36 inches
$320
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Ca s s a n d r a
Ja s u l ev i c z
@cassi_jasi

My body of work examines anxiety’s impact not only on an individual’s body and
mind, but it’s pervasiveness in every aspect of our contemporary society. Chronic
cultural insecurity manifests around aspects of our individual and collective lives,
seemingly out of our control; social and political disturbances, consequences of climate
change, global rise in militarism & nationalism, frequent exposure to mass violence,
widespread indebtedness, growing divides over institutional discrimination, increased
prevalence of mental illness, and countless other instances. Living in our current state
of anxiety, whether individual or collective, creates societal consequences born out of
the urgent nature of our reactions. I consider how the urgency behind anxiety culture
changes our public discourse surrounding the most pressing issues of contemporary life,
and the effect it has on a personal level.

About the Artist
Since 2014, emerging Philadelphia-based sculptor, Cassandra Jasulevicz, has
been experimenting with mixed media and installation-based works. Cassandra
incorporates a variety of materials in her work, concentrating mainly in glass, fibers,
and metal, among other more experimental materials, to create abstract, site-specific
sculpture. Currently studying to receive her BFA in Glass and BA in Art History
from Tyler School of Art & Architecture in Philadelphia, Cassandra creates work
challenging the traditional use of materials, and examining the effects of anxiety culture
through forms referential to the human body.
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Iatrogenesis II
2020
Glass, Nylon, Spray Foam,
Polyester Thread Approx.
2.5’ x 1.5’x1.5’
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K h a d i j a Ja h m i l a
KhadijaJahmila.com
Since elementary, I’ve been enrolled in historically white, affluent schools. I stuck out: lanky, gaptoothed, Black, and other-ed. Concealment of racial trauma and stress became my armor to fein wellbeing and palatability. I learned to overcompensate in the classroom to prove I — a Black girl whose
parents spoke broken English — was equally capable. I’d fold into myself when my achievements were
under-shadowed by, or credited to my white classmates. I suppressed my imagination, rejected my
“ethnic” name, relaxed my hair, and minded my vocabulary.
Throughout my Forensic Biology undergraduate degree program, I struggled to relate to my peers.
Piecing together clues and analyzing evidence in the lab, I found comfort picking apart my shadows
and fragments of myself that I did not recognize—however unflattering. I embraced poetry, and when
writing became dull, I experimented with wet and dry mediums on paper and canvas.
Collage is my current focus of work--I cut, augment, arrange, and paste salvaged magazine and
paper products onto the back of discarded climate change posters. Each collage is a composite miniuniverse of layered, fragmented experiences navigating cultural erasure, identity politics, and mental
health. My art is the embodiment of my surreal, self-preservation and serves as a visual reminder
that there is agency in being able to dissect and put yourself back together. There is authorship in
exploring and reinserting your own narrative. There is place and space for Black, immigrant, queer,
women to live in and journey towards self and communal wholeness.

About the Artist
Khadija Jahmila is a Silver Spring, MD native interdisciplinary artist with a studio in Washington, DC.
Best known for her surrealist collages, Khadija cuts and pieces together various media to form
composite works, a mirrored practice of self-work. Using only recycled and salvaged materials
and paper sources, her art often exhibits the fluidity of Black women and femmes, the internal
grappling with self-isolation, and the concept of alternate reality: past, present, and future
generations of African diasporic people. To further hone and amplify her work, Khadija seeks
to transform her solitary art practice into an accessible tool for combating stress and trauma in
Black, queer, immigrant, woman, and other other-ed communities.
Khadija’s artwork has been exhibited in Washington, DC; including The Emergence Community Arts
Collective, Anacostia Arts Center, Howard Theatre, and currently, Bluebird Sky Yoga.
Past residencies include The Sanctuaries Visionary Responders and BET (AiR) Artist in Residency.
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Quickly Evolving Situation
2020
paper collage
11 x 17 inches
29

Essential Workers
2020
paper and photograph collage
11 x 17 inches
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S arah Jung
s a r a h j u n g a r t. c o m

A separation from the native tongue and being reattached to a foreign one has rendered me
to become dissociative toward “words” as a form of expression. It has naturally deviated me
to the more universal language of art. Only to find upon further exploration, the reality of the
abstraction of art- more susceptible to be lost in translation than that of linguistics. Living in duality
has become a preset in navigating an immigrant life, and this loss of autonomy has become
trauma in which I live every day in effort to heal. The communication between thought and body
is similar to that of the communication between word and art. In attempts to find a balance, the
pair between the borders- narrative art had become the best medium to deliver thoughts in close
accuracy and proximity. In practice, it has saturated my perception of autonomy- of the body.
Art in a form of body. Art, as a severed limb from thought, taken in the form of something as
nostalgic and mischievous as… comics! Conceptualizing the idea of body and mind paralleled
with the idea of language and art. This meditation has set a motion to habitual scrutiny: Placement
of body. The isolation, and the vulnerability of the body. The relations between bodies. The
observation of the body. The trails left by the body. The disconnect between the lineage of your
body. The shared blood between bodies. The immobility of the body. The fickle stubbornness
of the body. The shared space for the bodies and the taxation of bodies. Language and art
has marooned me. Body and mind has stranded me. Villainizing the duality came naturally.
Discovering balance has brought me glimpses into salvation.

About the Artist
Sarah Jung is an illustrator and children’s book writer. She has a B.F.A (2017) in Illustration,
creative writing and book arts from Maryland Institute College of Art.
Sarah was born in the state of Maine, and grew up in Vancouver, Canada. Raised
in a Korean household, her experiences of varied cultures made her a fluid writer and
illustrator that she is today.
Sarah currently resides in Baltimore, MD working as a freelance illustrator with her friends.
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Seed, Digital, 11 x 14 inches, 2019
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Boxes, Digital, 9.5 x 10 inches, 2019
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E m i ly Ko f s ky
e ko f s k y. c o m

I gravitate toward drawing spaces and
inhabitants, who are often disengaged
from one other. My mixed media and
painting work is based on collaged film
stills, and my personal photography. Each
piece captures the mood of the narrative,
but eliminates the clear storytelling of the
film or event. I focus on details that I find
visually intriguing, though non-essential
to the story, and design interactions
between fictional and non-fictional
characters. Figures are alienated from
their stories, and isolated into blocks
of vibrant color or trapped in eternal
conversations with characters unrelated
to their own narratives. The spaces
themselves are colorful, drawing in an
audience who may designate a narrative
to the piece after some scrutiny.

About the Artist
Emily Kofsky completed her BFA at The
Maryland Institute College of Art in 2018.
She lives and works in Poughkeepsie, NY.
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The Birthday Party,
2018,
Mixed media on paper,
10 x 14 inches

Lions, Love, and Lies, 2018,
Acrylic on paper,
21 x 36 inches
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Ca t i e L e o n a r d
CatieLeonard.com
In 2011, a series of events greatly affected my family. In addition to my mother’s
unemployment at the beginning of the year, and my father’s job loss in April,
my grandmother passed away in June. My grandmother lived with my parents
and two brothers since I was the age of four. She held together our rituals and
solidarity. I yearn for the moments when we would sit together to share a meal,
feeling content existing in the same room with each other. While there is no solid
definition of what a family is or should be, I am left longing for what was.
By combining lingering feelings of the past with my family’s present, I come
to understand how our losses caused a degenerative shift in our family
dynamics. In The Way By Which I Came, I attempt to harness photography as a
tool to piece my family back together.

About the Artist
Catie Leonard is a photographer and artist from Silver Spring, Maryland. Her
work has been an intimate and personal approach to her familial dynamics,
investigating how relationships within family structures can change overtime.
Using film, a slower and traditional photographic process, she is able to obtain a
closer bond between herself and her subjects.
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Untitled 03
2020
Photograph
20 x 16 Inches
$350
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Brenton Lim
Brntnlm.com
I am a digital artist and aspiring web-developer based in Baltimore, Maryland, who
works with code, illustration, and multimedia installations.
The thought of visualizing the unseen mechanisms of a computer drives my work.
Just as synapses of the brain work to generate an image, dream, or memory, I
visualize those things through digital technology. I view the machine as an extension
of humanity that has the ability to exceed our physical limitations. My response to
this philosophy is to balance the use of traditional and non-traditional techniques in
an effort to discover linkages between the digital and the physical.

About the Artist
Brenton Lim (b. 1998) is an experimental
artist, designer, and illustrator based in
Baltimore, Maryland. In December 2020,
he will receive a BFA in Art + Design
with a concentration in Digital Art, and a
minor in Computer Science from Towson
University. Lim has also shown work and
acquired awards in printmaking and digital
art in the 2019 Undergraduate Juried
Exhibition at Towson University.
Lim explores differences between digital
and physical human interaction through
digital media. He designs, illustrates
and codes artwork. A theme he is
currently exploring is: digital rot – the
decomposition of digital images.
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Rot 1.0,
2019,
Digital image manipulation,
30 x 40 inches
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Spill,
2020,
Digital image manipulation,
13 x 19 inches
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Mar y Mena
The ‘Inside the Darkness’ series was made to express my past with depression.
Ever since fourth grade, I have been consumed by it and it has only gotten
worse as the years went by. As time went on kids began to notice and thought
I wanted attention. So, I wanted to give a personal view of depression though
mine and other’s experiences. The Burning my demons piece is to express that I
have had others help me get better although those demons I’ve had weren’t fully
gone until I had faced them and kill them myself. Therefore, released from my
darkness and that sometimes we must burn our demons to see the light. I want to
impact people that struggle with the same issues that there is a way out and we
don’t have to harm ourselves to feel better. Getting better is possible even if it
doesn’t seem like it now, you just need positive ways to express your feelings.

About the Artist
Mary Mena is an artist that has worked with photography, graphite, painting
and soon to be sculpting. Mary is attending Montgomery College studying
to achieve an Arts and Science degree. A career choice is unknown because
she strives to find a career that doesn’t express one specific way to create art
or one that doesn’t require a desk and sitting down too long. From January 13th
through May 17th Mary has had the opportunity to work as an Intern for VisArts,
helping to organize shows, galleries, and website work.
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Inside The Darkness
Graphite, Charcoal
18 x 24
2018
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Burning My Demons
Acrylic
16 x 20 inches
2020
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I o n a N a ve
Griesmann
@iona_nave
The goal of my work revolves around building different spaces of nature
that would normally not exist in real life. Through the merging of real places
I have observed in the past, I portray abstracted ecosystems through vibrant
colors, hidden in a scattered composition of small details. The lack of white
space additionally serves to camouflage the silhouettes of plants and
animals, directing the viewer to look past seeing the picture as a whole,
searching for hidden forms in the patterns on the canvas. In reality, there are
many small details of nature that are often overlooked in the bigger picture
of everyday life. The overall purpose of my work is to remind viewers of
how strangely fascinating this diversity can really be.

About the Artist
Iona Nave Griesmann is a Maryland based painter and illustrator, currently
attending Montgomery College, studying both Graphic Design and Illustration.
They have over two years of freelance experience, utilizing a wide variety
of artistic mediums ranging from traditional drawing, to digital vector/raster
illustrations. Since January 2019, Iona has been an intern with the gallery
department at VisArts, producing promotional gallery content, and helping
curate last year’s NextGen 6.0 exhibition
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A Watchful Garden
2019
High Flow Acrylic
9x15 inches
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Hunting Grounds
2020
High Flow Acrylic
20x16 inches
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Natalie Preston
NataliePreston.com

My work is about combining portraiture, landscape, and abstraction to create fictional
environments and narratives that are reminiscent of my home, and the various places in
which I have found myself since childhood. My most recent paintings explore religion and
its presence, both conscious and unconscious, in everyday life, familial relationships, and
personal identity. Within each painting, I create fictional environments composed of elements
in the spiritual world, real world, institution of religion, and the world of my own perception.
In some instances, these environments exist together harmoniously, while in others they
are at odds with each other, creating conflict. These imagined spaces contain ambiguous
narratives, rooted in personal experiences that question and explore truth, reality, perception,
and the potential for their manipulation by external factors.
Drawing from recognizable religious iconography, rituals and symbolism, as well as
the colors, landscapes, architecture, and decorative elements of my childhood home
in Miami, as well as my current home in Baltimore, I hope to anchor these narratives
in a reality that viewers can connect with, and use to reflect on their own experiences.

About the Artist
Natalie Preston was born in Miami, FL in 1998. She recently graduated from
the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore, MD, where she received
her BFA in Painting with a minor in Art History.
Preston had her first solo exhibition, The Darkest Valley, in March of 2020 at the MICA
Gateway Gallery in Baltimore, MD. She has exhibited her work in both Miami and
Baltimore, at institutions including the National Young Arts Foundation, and The Maryland
Institute College of Art. Her curatorial experience includes internships with The Bas
Fisher Invitational, Miami, FL; The Hamiltonian Gallery, Washington, DC; and Maryland
Art Place, Baltimore, MD. She has received multiple scholarship awards, including
her most recent, the Nora and Eugene Leake Competitive Scholarship in Painting from
MICA. Preston currently lives and works in Baltimore, MD.
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Miami Baptism
2019
Oil on Canvas
24” x 72”

Baltimore Penance
2020
Oil on Canvas
24” x 72”
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Dusty Rose
dustyrose.com
The reality of my work relates to the complexity, the potpourri of the experiences
around us. I create forms and textures, placed into spaces, using a neutral
palate. My art forms by pondering the exhaustion, aloneness and desolation of
a neutral state. I hope to create art that reveals and dramatizes deep values in
human action without being decorative, didactic, or sentimental. I am convinced
that, in the end, art isn’t for the artists but for their fellowman. I can imagine a time
when we’ll use what we’ve learned from art, and devote ourselves to creating,
according to our own perceptions.

About the Artist
Dusty Rose was born in Karachi, Pakistan and spent her childhood in Istanbul,
Turkey. Her artwork showcases the potpourri of cultures and traditions she has
already experienced and in anticipation of what she has yet to discover. Each
piece is a continuation of her practice, as if the mediums are on a journey with
her. Dusty lives and works in DC after completing her degree at the University of
Maryland. Her work has been included in group exhibitions across the United
States, as well as internationally in Turkey and Italy, among others.
Her current work is concerned with identity and belonging, echoing
her unique upbringing. Working primarily with textures, materials and
fragments, her pieces reflect the humanistic, natural curiosity of the
wealth and heritage presented in this world.
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I am Struggling
to Determine the Context
of My Own Irrelevance
2017
Ink, graphite, mulberry paper
3 x 3.5 ft
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Newspeak
2018
Screen print on mixed media
18 x 48 inches
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Naomi
ngocle.com

My work as a printmaker explores the relationship between shapes and
repetition. My print consists of patterns of similar shapes overlapping or
surrounding each other. I took influence from Yayoi Kusama, Elizabeth
Murray, and from my passion for geometric and organic shapes. The patterns
represent a dream from my childhood, where colorful motifs of shapes, lines,
and dots in different sizes are dancing in soundless space. In terms of colors,
my hometown in the countryside of Vietnam is a significant inspiration. I grew
up with vibrant colors, such as the colors of the rainforest, houses, traditional
food, bugs and so on. Moreover, I am interested in the idea of not creating
the design for the print, but letting the print discover itself.

About the Artist
Ngoc (Naomi) Le, from Vietnam, is a Drawing, Painting, and Printmaking
major student whose concentration is in Printmaking. Her art is a series
of abstract designs with images of shapes, lines and texture using bold
colors. She discovered her passion for printmaking in her last year of
community college after taking a printmaking course under Professor Kevin
Bowman. She graduates from Towson University in May 2020 with a
BFA. With the goal of becoming a college art educator, Naomi will be
continuing to pursue her master’s degree in the Fall of 2020.
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Silver Lining
Paper, acrylic
30” x 30” x 30”
2020

Filling My Gut
Collage
12” x 9”
2020
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H a l ey S a n b o r n

haleyjsanborn.com

Repetition and accumulation is the work of ordinary people. Caring for others, cooking
and cleaning, and washing and mending. Endlessly repeating patterns of proteins
make up our cells, accumulating into organs, veins, and muscles that make up our
bodies, machines of endlessly repeating electrical impulses and processes. Similarly,
our interactions accumulate, our relationships repeat, traumas are remembered in the
body, stored and replicated by every cell. Healing from those traumas is a process
of repetition too, of feeling safe again and again, until your body and your mind
can replicate the feeling, until you’ve accumulated enough safety to counteract the
danger you remember. My work externalizes violent and bodily imagery, and seeks
to honor the repetitive processes of the body and of working class people through
the accumulation of small acts. The accumulations of these acts: stitches, beads, drawn
marks, or seams, create a therapeutic space for healing, and mimic aspects of commonly
used psychotherapies. The objects these acts create are physical manifestations
of the healing process, as well as validations of the terror of trauma.

About the Artist
Haley Sanborn is a fiber artist and sculptor living and working in Baltimore, MD. Haley
attended the Maryland Institute College of Art, receiving her B.F.A in Painting, before
moving to a sculpture based practice. Her work explores a fascination with craft,
material, history and the connections between our bodies and brain. She has exhibited
in Connecticut, Maryland, and Minnesota. In her spare time, Haley enjoys reading artist
biographies and science fiction, and watching bad television and horror movies.
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Shame Object 2,
2020,
Reclaimed Car Upholstry, Velvet, Marine thread
4 x 4 x 18 inches
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S yd n e e S ch o r r
@Blurrylayers
I have been filled with a constant hum of social anxiety for as long as I can remember. Over time,
I reshaped my views on mental health and my social- self, but found I still carried shame for who I
was. Fears from my past resurfaced, and though they came in different forms, they all begged the
same question: Where do you fit in? I felt challenged about the way I presented myself, and how I
compared to women around me, as if I woke up one day and realized that my idea of women, and
myself, were entirely shaped by false forces. More importantly, I realized I was not alone. Friends and
I shared stories about sexual assault, guilt, shame, expectations, and stigmatizations, and through these
courageous females I felt proud and validated to be a woman for the first time in my life.
I began my artistic path post-college by attempting to shed the years of insidious societal shame I have
had instilled in me, and changing my perceptions on sexuality, beauty, and humanhood. I find power
through my self- portraits, and their ability to speak for me in ways that I never could socially. My work
is rewarding when it helps me to understand others or myself in a new way. Each time I step in front of
the camera, I challenge the part of me that is afraid to be open and honest, and that is the beauty I try
to capture. My mantra, in this moment, is “if there isn’t enough space for you to exist, make more”.

About the Artist
Sydnee Schorr first considered the possibility of pursuing art in school while being recruited by
various colleges for athletics at age fifteen, and this opportunity would eventually shape their future.
After bouncing from two years at The Savannah College of Art and Design, and a semester at The
University of South Carolina, Sydnee graduated from Washington College of Chestertown, Maryland
(with three years of varsity collegiate sports under their belt), after displaying their award winning
video-installation Kings Town in the Kohl Gallery senior exhibit. From there, Sydnee relocated to
Richmond, shifting their focus to photography with an emphasis on self-portraiture, finding friendship
and community within the bustling food service industry of Richmond, which they currently work in. If you
cannot find Sydnee, they are likely holed up somewhere secluded, buried in solitude and introspection,
and taking 600 self-portraits in the hopes of a single, insightful glimpse into their own psyche.
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No Threat
2020
Photography
2700 x 3600 p
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Almost Always
2020
Photography
2700 x 3600 p
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E m i ly Wa l l mu e l l e r
& A nu j M a l l a
@AnujMalla
@ E m i l y Wa l l m u e l l e r
Anuj Malla and Emily Wallmueller work with sculpture and installation. In their
collaborations, the artists surrender their authorship by merging their material
interest. Their work employs abstract notions of play and humor, to incite peculiar
relationships with everyday objects that would otherwise go unnoticed. The
playful assemblage of manufactured and fabricated objects create spaces
filled with distinct moments of precarity and intentionality.
The function of recontextualization allows for objects to develop their own narratives and
environments separate from its quotidian nature, and disrupts the objects role of being an
extension of our identity. Spaces and characters emerging in Malla and Wallmuellers work,
mirror and mock our consumer desires in ways that are uneasily humorous.

About the Artists
Anuj Malla (b. 1994, Kathmandu, Nepal) and Emily Wallmueller (b. 1995, West Palm
Beach, Florida) are a Baltimore based collaborative duo. Their practice utilizes notions
of play to build spaces and assemblages questioning our consumer based relationships
to objects, and in turn, our own perception of self. Malla and Wallmueller have been
working together since 2017, creating bodies of work focused on ideas of object-hood
and constructed identity. They continue to develop their studio practice, incorporating
themes of authorship, play, vanity, and interior design. Malla and Wallmueller consider
their process to be a continual conversation full of hoaxes and improvisations.
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Project room
2018
Acrylic, found object, tile
Dimensions variable
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Two Snails Kissing at Sunset
2018
Acrylic, concrete, found object, Light-emitting diode
(LED), moss, plasticine
Dimensions variable
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Yo u Wu
Yo u Wu . c o m

My sculptural works are influenced by pop art forms, advertisements, and
showroom designs. I am interested in the implications of repetitive physical labor
in the context of different social-economic classes.
My current body of work focuses on the labor-for-work aspect versus the labor-forfun aspect of the sportswear and leisure industry. The less-privileged bodies perform
physical labor to manufacture, to produce, and to survive; The more-privileged
bodies perform physical labor, via various forms of exercises, to relax, to optimize
their bodies, and sometimes to exhibit their wealth. The more-privileged consumers
perform physical labor through the often iconized and fetishized accessories
and outfits produced by the less-privileged bodies.
My sculptural objects are direct responses to this proliferating class-exclusive athleisure
culture. By transforming recycled sportswear to soft replicas of sports equipment, I
visualized and personalized the invisible and anonymous physical labor.

About the Artist
Raised in Shenzhen, China, You Wu is an artist living and working in Baltimore, MD.
Through a variety of mediums ranging from painting to sculpture to performances, their
current body of work explores the relationship between body and commodity. They
have exhibited their works at the Creative Alliance (Baltimore, MD), Terrault (Baltimore,
MD), and Florida International University (Miami, FL). They have been a member of
Current, a local alternative artist-run space, since 2017.
Wu received a B.F.A in Painting with a studio concentration in Photography from Maryland
Institute College of Art. They are currently an M.F.A. candidate at Towson University.
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Untitled Sculpture Demo
2020,
2 min single channel video
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